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ABSTRACT
DIII–D TOKAMAK CONCEPT IMPROVEMENT RESEARCH.
Recent results in tokamak performance optimization and understanding through
shape and plasma profile control have brought DIII–D closer to its goal of advanced
tokamak (AT) demonstration (H ≡ τE/τITER89P up to 4, and β N ≡β T /(I/aB) up to 6,
simultaneously in steady-state). A high performance regime characterized by negative
central magnetic shear (NCS) has resulted in a high βN *H product of up to 18, and
Qdt-equivalent = 0.32. Strong plasma shaping coupled with the control of current and
pressure profiles are responsible for the improvement in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
stability, and stabilization of microturbulence by sheared ExB flow plays a dominant
role in the reduction of transport. Density control and helium exhaust are demonstrated
with divertor pumping, and reduction of heat flow to the divertor by an order of magnitude through radiative cooling suggests an effective heat exhaust scheme compatible
with AT operation. Active current profile control using a combination of neutral beam,
bootstrap current and fast wave has been initiated. Achievement of long-pulse AT
operation is the future focus of the DIII–D Program.
1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of tokamak concept improvement research is to identify a cost effective and shorter time scale path for the development of the tokamak as a fusion power
plant. For a more economical and environmentally attractive fusion power plant, the
requirements are: high fusion power density (high β), high ignition margin (high τE),
continuous operation with low recirculating power (high bootstrap fraction) and adequate heat removal and impurity and particle control. The developmental path can be
significantly shortened if improvements in the four areas can be separately or simultaneously demonstrated in existing tokamak facilities, concomitant with development
of good scientific understanding and predictive capability. The DIII–D tokamak
(Fig. 1) with its unique flexibility to assess a wide range of configurations and operating regimes is well suited for exploring AT operation through active control of the
plasma shape and plasma profiles. It also has available a 20 MW neutral beam (NB)
system, a 6 MW fast wave (FW) system and a 1 MW electron cyclotron heating (ECH)
system (up to 3 MW of ECH in the near future) for extending the duration of the high
performance regimes to demonstrate steady-state relevance. Its divertor provides the
pumping capability for particle control and heat exhaust. Additionally, a comprehensive set of spatially and temporally resolved diagnostics provides detailed measurements essential for developing the scientific understanding.
In this paper, we report progress in the past two years on the optimization and
understanding of these four key areas of research in the DIII–D tokamak and the effort
in integrating the progress into a self-consistent advanced tokamak scenario relevant to
a fusion power plant.
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2. ADVANCED TOKAMAK OPERATION IN DIII–D
Recently a high performance mode involving a negative central magnetic shear
(NCS) configuration in DIII–D has demonstrated attractive stability, confinement and
bootstrap alignment properties which are desirable for a compact ignition machine.
The NCS regime is a modification of the internal magnetic structure which is
theoretically predicted to improve performance. Both a reduction and an increase in
magnetic shear from that obtained in a standard ohmically driven discharge are
predicted to be favorable [1], and this leads to the development of two AT operational
regimes: NCS and high internal inductance (li). For the past two years, DIII–D has
concentrated mostly on the NCS path to high performance.
NCS discharges are characterized by a non-monotonic safety factor (q) profile and
the existence of internal transport barriers supporting steep gradients in Ti , Te, n e,Vφ,
as shown in Fig. 2. L–mode and H–mode NCS discharges with inside limiter, singlenull divertor (SND), and double-null divertor (DND) configurations have been
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Fig. 2. Characteristic features of NCS
discharges: non-monotonic (a) q-profile,
internal transport barriers in (b) T i and (c) Ωφ .
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produced in DIII–D. Figure 3 summarizes the highest performance NCS discharge [2]
which is a high triangularity DND configuration; achieved parameters are β N = 4.0
βT = 6.7% at BT = 2.1 T, H >
~ 4.0,W = 4.2 MJ and τE = 0. 4s. This discharge reached a
new DIII–D record in fusion neutron yield of QDD = 1.5 × 10–3, corresponding to
Qeq
DT = 0.32. Compared with the previous highest Q DD discharge (which is a hot ion
VH–mode), the increase in neutron yield can be attributed to a larger volume of
enhanced confinement.
2.1. High Beta Regimes
The NCS approach aims to access the second stable regime to ballooning mode in
the plasma core using current profile control. The first NCS discharge on DIII–D was
produced by rapid shape elongation with high power NB heating [3]. β T (0) of
44%was achieved demonstrating access to a second stable core. More recent NCS discharges are produced using NB injection into a low density target plasma during the
early current ramp-up phase (Fig. 4). The beam heating raises the plasma temperature
rapidly which lengthens the current diffusion time. As a result, the hollow current profile even though not in steady-state remains hollow for a longer duration [4]. This
allows study of stability and transport properties in the absence of a steady-state profile
control tool. Early beam injection in concert with rapid current ramp-up has become
the method of choice for many tokamaks including DIII–D, JET, JT60-U, Tore Supra,
and TFTR [5] to produce and study negative magnetic shear configurations.
In DIII–D, NCS plasma core can exist in combination with different edge conditions including L–, H– and VH–mode with different pressure profiles. The β limit due
to kink modes critically depends on the plasma shape and pressure profile. The highest
βN achieved (βN ~ 5) is in a high triangularity (δ) NCS H–mode with a relatively broad
pressure profile [6]. The higher βN limit with strong shaping is qualitatively consistent
with ideal MHD theory. However, theoretical studies using optimized profiles predict
further improvement in βN may be possible [7]. The high β phase is sustained for only
a short duration and is terminated by either a soft collapse or a slow decay to lower β
values (Fig. 4). The soft collapse, which results in a drop in β but does not terminate
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Fig. 3. Fusion performance of NCS discharges in DIII–D
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Fig. 4. Time traces showing (a) NCS formation by early NBI during Ip -ramp;
(b) temporal behavior of βN and τE/τITER–89P.

the discharge, is usually accompanied by enhanced MHD activities with toroidal mode
number n = 2 to 5. The edge motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostic supports the picture that as the plasma evolves to higher β, the edge builds up a significant bootstrap
current and pressure gradient. The discharge becomes susceptible to edge kink mode
instability, similar to what has been observed for VH–mode [8]. We believe the edge
kink modes are responsible for the loss in stored energy during the collapse. We also
found evidence that the vessel wall together with plasma rotation is effective in
stabilizing the external modes until the edge current and pressure becomes too large at
high β [9]. The slow β decay appears well correlated to the slowly decreasing q-profile
in the absence of steady-state current profile control and the onset of MHD activities
associated with lower order mode rational surfaces. Theory also predicts the edge kink
mode to become more global in character with existence of low mode rational surfaces
and can eventually cause the discharge to terminate. Stabilization of the external kink
mode and sustainment of the optimum q profile and pressure profile are key factors for
increasing βN further and extending the high β phase of the NCS H–mode.
NCS plasmas with an L–mode edge exhibit very different behavior. They are
characterized by highly peaked pressure profiles: p(0)/〈p〉 ~ 5. While these very peaked
pressure profiles contribute to enhanced fusion power production, they often lead to
discharge termination with a hard disruption when βN reaches values of 2.0 to 2.5 [10].
The disruption is preceded by a fast growing rotating n = 1 magnetic precursor with a
growth time between the resistive and ideal MHD growth time. The β value at which
these discharges terminate is below that predicted by ideal n =1 mode theory. The
strong core pressure gradient and large negative magnetic shear result in a condition
which violates the resistive interchange stability criterion. Analysis shows that these
DIII–D discharges are unstable to localized resistive interchange modes [11]. In Fig. 5,
the stability limit against the n = 1 resistive interchange mode is shown in terms of ßN
and p(0)/〈p〉. Also shown is the localized structure of this mode. Later in time, a
double tearing mode is also found to be unstable. While not yet proven, we suspect hat
the resistive interchange coupled with the double tearing instability, which has a

4
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global mode structure, is the cause for the hard disruption. The NCS L–mode appears
to behave similarly to the enhanced reverse shear (ERS) mode observed in TFTR,
although the termination of ERS has been attributed to internal kink modes [12].
A way of combining the favorable feature of enhanced fusion yield in an NCS
L–mode with the higher β limit of NCS H–mode was successfully implemented in
DIII–D. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. An NCS L–mode is produced initially and its β
and core pressure are allowed to increase with further heating up to the point when the
β limit is approached. Plasma shape control is then deployed to induce a transition to
H–mode. The density profile flattens quickly resulting in a broadened pressure profile
which in turn raises the β limit. This technique allows a steeper core pressure profile
than standard H–mode and a higher β than NCS L–mode. Since the fusion production
rate depends on optimizing both, this path leads to the highest neutron rate on DIII–D
to date Qeq
DT = 0.32 [13].
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Transitions from L–mode and H–mode is effective in producing a broad pressure
profile but does not control the density rise associated with ELM-free H–mode. The
density rise reduces core NB heat deposition and current drive efficiency. To gain
control of both the density and density profile, an upper divertor pump and baffle is
being added to DIII–D for pumping high δ plasma shapes.
2.2. High Confinement Regimes
Transport improvements in plasmas with negative magnetic shear have been seen
in many tokamaks: DIII–D, JET, JT60-U, TFTR, and Tore Supra. The improvements
are qualitatively similar. Reduction in χi and D to neoclassical levels in the plasma
core has been observed in DIII–D, JET, JT60-U, and TFTR [5] Significant χe reduction has been seen in JT60-U with NBI, and both JT60-U and Tore Supra [14] have
observed χe reduction using lower hybrid radiofrequency waves for direct electron
heating. In DIII–D, when electron heating by FWCD is applied to NCS discharges,
reduction in χ e is also directly observed [15]. Combining NCS with improved edge
confinement, DIII–D has successfully demonstrated for the first time transport reduction and turbulence suppression across the entire plasma (Fig. 7). A unifying explanation of the transport improvements in all channels and across the entire plasma is
strongly hinted by data from the Charge Exchange Recombination (CER) diagnostic in
DIII–D [6,16]. Figure 8 shows strong temporal and spatial correlations between the
increase in ExB shear damping calculated using CER data with the transport reduction
in regions where the flow shear dominates over microinstability growth rate. This is
further supported by physics-based modeling of experiments which includes the effects
of ExB shear and magnetic shear stabilization [17]. It is found that the ExB shear
damping rate (ω ExB) can become so large as to shut off transport from low-k ion temperature gradient modes (ITG) in all channels allowing only neoclassical transport over
a large core plasma. A residual electron heat transport caused by high-k η e modes
may still exist. Their larger growth rates prevent ηe modes from being stabilized by the
ExB shear, although the magnitude of their transport is usually quite small.
Additionally, Beam Emission Spectroscopy, which measure electrostatic fluctuations in
the core, shows local suppression of plasma turbulence. In discharges where the transport is reduced across the entire plasma, far infrared scattering which measures fluctuations across the entire plasma, shows a clear suppression of turbulence across the
plasma [18]. An in-out asymmetry in the turbulence is sometimes observed consistent
with the ExB flow shear explanation of core transport reduction in NCS discharges.
Ion Thermal Diffusivity
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Fig. 7. χi is a function of ρ for high performance in NCS H–mode.
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Fig. 8. Comparisonof ExB shearing rate ωExB and microinstability growth rate γmax
before and after transport barrier formation. γmax = ITG growth rate.

What is the role of negative magnetic shear? In DIII–D, we have produced discharges with NCS but no transport improvement. Likewise, TFTR has enhanced reverse shear (ERS) and reverse shear (RS) discharges with the same q-profile but different confinement [12]. Kinetic stability analysis [17,19] of DIII–D discharges confirms
that the stabilization effect on the ITG modes by negative magnetic shear alone is not
sufficient to explain the core transport barrier formation i.e., the region of improved
confinement is broader than the region where ITG modes are stabilized by magnetic
shear. There is clearly some correlation between NCS and the internal transport barrier. When it forms, the foot of the transport barrier is at or slightly outside the minimum in safety factor qmin. Comparing NCS with hot ion mode, the internal density
transport barrier appears to form more readily. When counter-FWCD is used to enhance the NCS, internal transport barrier was more readily established [15]. Analysis
has confirmed the NCS region to be in the second stable regime to ballooning modes.
This together with q min > 2 would allow the core to be free of MHD activities and the
development of a much steeper pressure gradient. The high central q value also
contributes to enhancing the ExB shear suppression rate. The conclusion we can draw
from all the evidence is that magnetic and ExB shear work together in enhancing
confinement in NCS plasmas. Magnetic shear and Shafranov shift (local shear) act to
lower the growth rate while ExB shear suppresses the residual microturbulence.
Understanding what determines the input power threshold for transport barrier
formation is important for projection to future tokamaks. Theory has suggested that the
threshold is given by the balance between the microinstability growth rate and the ExB
shear damping rate, and the internal transport barrier should first form in the plasma
core where the magnetic shear stabilization has the biggest impact [20]. This is
corroborated by DIII D measurements which show the core transport barrier first
formed in the interior and expanded with increased beam power and contracted with
decreased power [18]. The threshold power varies over a wide range in present experiments. DIII–D requires only a few MW to produce the transition to high confinement
with internal transport barriers while other tokamaks such as TFTR and JT60-U typically require much higher power. This could perhaps be explained by two possible
reasons. The first may be related to the different mechanisms which drive the ExB
shear flow. The ExB shear damping rate in toroidal geometry is given by

(

) (

)

ω ExB = Bθ R B d Er RBθ dr ,

( )

1 RBθ d dr = d dψ ,
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and assuming neoclassical ion poloidal velocity,
Er

( RBθ ) ≅ Vφ

(

R + 1 − Κ1

) (Zie) dTi

(

)

d ψ + Ti Zieni dni dψ ,

(2)

Since Κ1 ~ 1 in the plasma core, only toroidal flow and density gradient contribute significantly to producing the ExB flow. DIII–D with tangential NBI
can induce turbulence suppression effectively with toroidal flow shear from the
toroidal momentum input. This is absent for balanced beam injection in which
case the flow is purely diagmagnetic and the flow drive depends largely on the
density gradient. High beam power may thus be required to provide a steep
density gradient to drive the flow. The second speculation is that the turbulence
growth rate and thus the threshold depends strongly on shape in addition to
magnetic shear. This is supported by the H–mode power threshold observed in
the DIII–D elongation-ramp experiment [21] and is also consistent with a recent
experiment to study bean and peapod configurations on DIII–D. Preliminary
results from this experiment indicate that these configurations produce transitions to higher confinement modes readily at low input power. The power
threshold to enter an enhanced confinement regime is clearly a subject which
needs further study if these enhanced confinement modes are to be applied to
next step experiments.
3. ISSUES FACING ACCEPTANCE OF AT MODES FOR FUSION
POWER PLANTS
3.1. Long Pulse and Steady-State Operation
For an economically attractive fusion power plant, steady-state operation with minimized recirculating power is desirable. This requires operation with high bootstrap
current fraction. Combining this with the requirement for high power density, we are
led to explore AT modes with both high β T and β P . The quantities β T and β P are
related by

[

](

βT * βp = 25 (1 + κ 2 ) 2 βN 100

)2 ,

(3)

Simultaneous high β T and βP can only be achieved with high βN and strongly shaped
plasmas. DIII–D has produced a variety of discharges including high li, high βP, and
NCS modes, with both large β N and βP. The high performance phase of all DIII–D
discharges with βN values significantly above 3 lasted only for short durations. The
termination of the high β N phase can be either a soft β collapse (or slow decay) with
the plasma settling back to a more modest βN value, or a hard disruption. To extend
the duration of the high performance phase, we have chosen a strategy to avoid the
modes with hard disruptions and focus on circumventing the soft β collapses. There is
strong evidence that the edge kink mode is a key factor in the β collapse for all high
performance discharges with H–mode edge. We believe the steep edge current density
and pressure gradient developed with the increased β, the presence of low q rational
surfaces and possibly the slowing down of plasma rotation due to loss of beam ions all
play a role in destabilizing the edge kink mode. Some progress has been made to
develop techniques to control these quantities, although no reliable technique exists for
mitigating the edge kink mode and extending the high performance phase duration.
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We have explored controlling the edge plasma density of AT modes using the
divertor cryopump as a means to control the edge pressure gradient. The cryopump has
been shown to be effective in controlling the density and recyling rate for ELMing
H–mode plasmas. However, because of its present location, it is only effective for
pumping low triangularity (δ), SND plasmas. Since our highest performance NCS
H–mode plasmas are high δ DND, ELM-free H–mode plasmas, the present cryopump
is not ideal for this purpose. We were encouraged by recent success in producing high
performance NCS discharges on DIII–D in JET-shaped plasmas (SND with δ ~ 0.3)
with simultaneously achieved values of βN ~ 4 and H ~ 4. Low amplitude, high frequency ELMs in SND NCS discharges at lower beam power and the cryopump were
effectively used to control the edge density and the edge pressure gradient. Key results
are depicted in Fig. 9. Approximately constant line-averaged density and values of βN
~ 3 and H ~ 2.5 were maintained simultaneously for 1.5 s. The β N * H product is
among the highest achieved for H–mode lasting over several τE. During this duration,
no significant MHD activities were observed indicating some beneficial effect from the
edge control. Higher βN has not been attained because additional power tends to lead
to large amplitude ELMs which results in further confinement degradation. The lower
δ also lowers the ideal β limit significantly. Since it is easier to produce small amplitude, high frequency ELMs in high δ DND plasmas which also have higher stability
limits; an upper pump and baffle for high δ operation, presently being installed, should
ease both limitations.
DIII–D has produced a large number of long pulse discharges including H–mode
and high βP mode and with various shapes including ITER-demonstration discharges.
These plasmas are maintained by a combination of NB, bootstrap, and radiofrequency
driven currents. Some of them have up to 80% bootstrap fraction. They typically have
monotonic q-profiles and are limited to β N < 3 and H < 2. Analysis confirmed that
these plasmas are below the ideal β limit. However, attempts to increase β by increasing beam power have resulted in enhanced MHD activities which limit the stored
energy and sometimes result in hard disruptions. There is strong indication that this
limitation is due to the destabilization of resistive tearing modes by neoclassical bootstrap current [22]. The conditions favoring this are presence of seed islands (possibly
introduced by sawteeth and ELMs), positive magnetic shear and low ExB flow. A
scaling of the experimentally obtained critical β with collisionality appears consistent
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Fig. 9. Long-pulse high performance NCS with ELMing H–mode edge.
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with this theory [23]. Because of this result, one might question: even if we can
mitigate the edge kink mode for NCS H–mode, will the maximum β be limited by
neoclassical tearing mode for long durations? With NCS, absense of sawtooth (q > 1)
and strong ExB flow, theory would predict stability for NCS discharges. Whether this
holds true experimentally can only be answered when we have the off-axis ECRF
current drive tool to control the current density profile for long durations.
3.2 Particle Control and Heat Exhaust
We are working to develop methods of particle and heat exhaust compatible with
AT operation in the plasma core. In the “standard model” of divertor physics (i.e.,
classical parallel heat conduction, constant pressure along the field lines, coronal equilibrium radiation rates, and constant impurity concentration in the core, scrape-offlayer (SOL), and divertor) the amount of power that can be radiated in the divertor is
directly linked to the core Zeff and dilution. For example, in ITER for light impurities
when the core Zeff limit is reached, the standard model only allows 100 MW radiation
in the divertor. The remainder of the power exhaust must be made up by core plasma
radiation. While results from TEXTOR are promising on maintaining good core performance with a nearly 100% radiative mantle [24], we are concentrating on ways to
increase divertor radiation while maintaining low core impurity levels and gas fueling
burdens using physics approaches outside the standard model: plasma detachment, 2-D
cross-field heat flow effects, non-coronal radiation enhancements, non-thermal distribution effects, and divertor impurity enrichment [25].
We have employed a new divertor Thomson scattering system in conjunction with
radial X-point sweeping to make detailed 2-D documentation of divertor plasma
detachment , which lowers the divertor plasma temperature and the heat flux to the
divertor plates [26] (Fig. 10). In attached plasmas, irrespective of confinement mode or
heating mode, we find the total plasma pressure along the field lines in the SOL is conserved to within a factor of two. With detachment produced by deuterium puffing, the
pressure drops more than ten times along the separatrix to the divertor strike point
while remaining high further out in the SOL; we refer to this condition as a partially
detached divertor. We have also found that the electron temperature in the divertor
plasma is reduced into the range 1–3 eV, a range where volume recombination of the
plasma should be strong. Modeling with the UEDGE code has successfully matched
most key features of our divertor data in a detached plasma and shows that volume
recombination is a dominant process [27]. Volume recombination increases the radiation from the divertor by producing the recombination power in the plasma rather than
in the divertor plate. We have been able to use partially detached plasmas to produce a
long (50 cm), radiating divertor leg with only a 2:1 variation of the emission along the
leg, exceeding ITER requirement [26] (Fig.11). The aim of the ITER divertor solution
is to reduce the peak heat flux at the divertor plate by spreading the heat flux along the
divertor channel, but ITER only requires a 6:1 uniform spreading.Preliminary analysis
indicates that the length of the radiating zone in Fig. 11 exceeds substantially the predictions of the standard model, requiring investigation of the role of non-coronal and
convective effects. The core plasma confinement in the case of Fig. 11 was progressively reduced to the L–mode level by the high neutral pressures (reaching 1 mTorr)
near the core plasma that resulted from the strong gas flow through to the divertor
pump and the inadequate divertor baffling in DIII–D. The full installation of the
double null, triangular plasma, Radiative Divertor in DIII–D will provide the baffling
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Fig. 10. Divertor Thomson data showing T e and Pe drop and plasma “detaches”
with D2 pumping.

needed to allow simultaneous high performance core plasmas with low impurity and
neutral pressures with high plasma and neutral densities in the detached divertor.
A divertor impurity enrichment (defined as the ratio of impurity concentration in
the divertor to the impurity concentration in the core plasma) greater than one can
enhance divertor radiation while maintaining limits on core Zeff and radiation. An
enrichment of three in ITER would enable essentially all the exhaust power to be radiated in the divertor. Increased enrichment is expected from strong fuel ion flows that
drive impurity ions down the field lines overcoming the thermal gradient force that
pushes impurity ions up the field lines. In our so-called “puff and pump” experiments
in which fuel gas flows up to 150 Tl/s are admitted at the top of the machine and
exhausted through the divertor pump, we have documented carefully a modest enrichment (1.4–2) [26,28] in the divertor pump plenum using neon impurity gas and
obtained preliminary indications of a much larger enrichment using argon impurity gas.
In most divertor tokamaks, attempts to raise the core plasma density above the
Greenwald limit have been frustrated by detachment of the divertor leading (under high
gas puffing) to a divertor MARFE which migrates into the core plasma. By lightly
pumping the divertor and using pellet fueling instead of gas fueling, we have been able
to prevent the collapse of the divertor and so gain a view of the physical processes in
the plasma core that limit the density. We have obtained densities 1.5 times the
Greenwald density limit while maintaining energy confinement at 1.8 times ITER–89P
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Fig. 11. Long radiating divertor leg demonstrating effective radiation exceeding
ITER requirements

scaling [25]. Particle transport after pellets is largely independent of density relative to
the Greenwald limit. Core radiative collapses and tearing mode effects are seen.
Our divertor results have provided some strong support of key features of the ITER
divertor concept: detached plasmas, radiation distributed uniformly along the divertor
leg, and densities above the Greenwald limit. Promising lines of investigation to
increase divertor radiation while maintaining clean, high performance core plasmas are
being pursued.
3.3. Core Impurity Control in Enhanced Confinement Regimes
Associated with transport reduction is the potential build-up of impurities in the
plasma core which will have a deleterious effect on the tokamak performance. For AT
operation to be acceptable for fusion power plants, adequate control of impurity contaminants and helium “ash” has to be demonstrated. Experiments have been conducted
on DIII–D to characterize both global and local impurity transport characteristics under
a variety of conditions. Progress has been made in identifying AT operations in which
impurity contamination is simultaneously being minimized.
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To address the issue of helium ash exhaust, previous experiments on DIII–D with
helium introduced via gas puffing at the plasma edge have shown that sufficient helium
exhaust can be achieved τ*He τ E ~8 simultaneously with good energy confinement in
an ELMing H–mode plasma [29]. These results have been extended in more recent experiments utilizing helium neutral beam injection as a central source of helium. This
central helium source coupled with simultaneous divertor exhaust using a divertor cryopump provide a better simulation of the central source of fusion produced alpha products. In these experiments, substantial helium exhaust is observed with τ*He τ E ~ 8.5.
The measured helium density profile is observed to remain essentially the same during
the He beam injection phase after a brief transient. This observation suggests that the
exhaust of helium in this case is limited by the effective exhaust efficiency of the
pumping configuration and not by helium transport within the plasma core.
In DIII–D, the carbon behavior in NCS discharges appears to be dependent on
whether the edge plasma exhibits an L–mode or H–mode character [30]. As illustrated
in Fig. 12, for NCS L–mode, both electron and carbon density are observed to increase
in the core while the edge carbon density remains nearly constant. Consequently, the
carbon concentration and Zeff changes little. In the ELM-free NCS H–mode case, the
carbon inventory increases linearly in time during the high confinement phase,
accumulating primarily in the plasma edge while the core remains relatively clean.
Finally, discharges in which NCS has been maintained simultaneously with ELMs
exhibit a clamping and subsequent decrease in carbon concentration once ELMs begin,
similar to what is observed in standard ELMing H–mode plasmas.
The DIII–D studies have identified the AT operating conditions most compatible
with effective impurity and helium “ash” exhaust as an ELMing H–mode edge with
divertor pumping. ELMs are also desirable for self-regulating the edge pressure gradient which is useful for mitigating the edge kink mode instability. At present, the highest performance AT modes are ELM-free discharges. A key focus for the DIII–D AT
Program in the future will be to produce enhanced performance NCS H–modes with
ELMing edge.
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Fig. 12. ELMing NCS H–mode showing a clamping and subsequent decrease in
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4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A significant achievement in tokamak concept improvement research on DIII–D
for the past two years is the development of a reproducible enhanced performance
mode which possesses simultaneously attractive stability, transport and bootstrap
alignment properties for a compact fusion power plant. This mode is achieved by producing a NCS configuration under several shapes (δ = 0.8 DND and 0.3 SND), and
plasma edge conditions (L–, ELM-free H– and ELMing H–mode). The highest performance in terms of fusion gain is achieved for a DND NCS H–mode plasma,
achieving a QDD value of 0.0015. These experiments achieved record stored energy
for DIII–D, in excess of 4 MJ, increased the triple product to nd (0)Ti(0)τE = 6.2 ×
1020 keV s m –3 , and neutron rates up to 2.2 × 1016 s–1. The highest βN * H product =
20 with β N value of 5 and H of 4, is achieved in a weakly negative magnetic shear
H–mode plasma. Numerical simulations using optimized pressure profiles indicate further increase in βN should be achievable. The transport reduction to the neoclassical
level and the formation of transport barriers from measurements of core fluctuation and
electric field are consistent with theoretical predictions of ExB shear flow suppression
of microturbulence.
The high performance phase has only been maintained for relatively short durations
(<0.5 s), and is terminated either by a soft β collapse or hard disruption depending on
the pressure profile peakedness. MHD instabilities responsible for the termination
have been qualitatively identified as edge kink modes and resistive interchange/double
tearing modes, respectively. To demonstrate the viability of AT modes for fusion
power plants, the existence of steady-state relevant operation has to be proven. To this
end, we need to ameliorate the soft β collapse by maintaining the optimized current and
pressure profile for enhanced stability and transport. We plan to achieve this by exploring (a) a combination of radiofrequency current drive and well-aligned bootstrap current for current profile control; (b) particle pumping in strongly shaped plasmas for
core and edge density control; and (c) the operation of NCS with ELMing H–mode
edge.
Electron cyclotron current drive is the key for off-axis current profiles control.
With a 3 MW ECH system operational in 1997, we plan to extend the pulse length of
NCS discharges significantly. Upgrading the system to 6 MW will allow full demonstration of steady-state operation. We are encouraged by preliminary heating results
with the new 110 GHz 1 MW system as shown in Fig. 13. With 0.4 MW out of 1 MW
coupled to a low density plasma, Te of 10 keV has been achieved at ne = 5×1018 m–3.
The DIII–D tokamak is presently being vented to install a new divertor cryopump
compatible with high δ AT operation This capability is essential to demonstrate a fully
integrated AT scenario. It will be used to explore edge pressure control in DND
plasmas including both density and ELM control, divertor detachment and heat exhaust
in strongly shaped configuration, and impurity contaminant control in enhanced confinement regimes.
Studies in DIII–D have shown that plasma detachment is effective in reducing the
heat flow to the divertor plate. A pressure drop of >10 times with Te at the plate
reduced to 1–3 eV has been achieved. Comparison with numerical modeling has provided insight of dominant atomic physics in low Te divertor plasma. We will continue
to explore the effectiveness of impurity enrichment for radiative divertors. The proposed radiative divertor modification [31] which is now being scheduled for 1998 will
allow continuous evolution of the concept and undoubtedly will add to the performance
of the divertor.
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Fig. 13. Te increases with 0.4 MW of electron cyclotron heating at 110 GHz.

In conclusion, the DIII–D tokamak concept improvement research has made significant strides in developing the scientific understanding and predictive capability of AT
operating regimes. This underlying understanding accomplished by detailed diagnostic
measurements will remain an important element of our research. Looking ahead, the
availability of off-axis ECCD and upper divertor pumping will allow the program to
proceed with the integrated demonstration of high performance, long-pulse operation
compatible with efficient heat exhaust and particle control.
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